144,000: 50 – Link with 12,000 Elect in Southeast Asia
The power of zeal & enthusiasm expresses primarily via
the hypothalamus and medulla oblongata at the base of
the brain. The hypothalamus has 12 or more individual
centers or nuclei (see the shaded grey area in the
schematic drawing to right), each of which govern a
particular function such as water level, temperature,
wake-sleep cycle, libido, hormonal secretion, appetite
and energy balance. Hypothalamic centers also release
endorphins and enkephalins to regulate pain, mood and
one’s sense of well-being. The medulla (located at the
lower right-hand corner of drawing) contains other
centers that control respiratory and heart rates, and
nausea and vomiting. All of these hypothalamic and
medullar centers work together in a coordinated and cooperative way to produce harmony and
homeostasis throughout the body; which expresses balanced zeal and enthusiasm.
Like all of our other God-given powers,
zeal has a throne in our cerebrum,
which oversees, directs and governs the
hypothalamus and medulla. According
to current research, the most likely
position for this zeal throne is in
Brodmann’s areas 20 & 21, and/or area
38, in the temporal lobes. This region
has extensive neuronal pathways that
interconnect it to the hypothalamus and
medulla. This zeal throne contains about
12 billion cells or neurons, of which only
12 thousand have to be so infused with Christ zeal that they fire up and transmute all of the
billions of other cells in the cerebral zeal center -- I, when I am lifted up, lift all others unto me.
On a planetary level, since zeal functions on the passive, feminine or receptive polarity in
partnership with the positive power of order, we can think of zeal as being located in the Eastern
Hemisphere in Southeast Asia and in part of the Far East. Nine major countries are located in
Southeast Asia, which is the region that is east of India, South of China and north of Australia.
These nine are: Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma (Myanmar), Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines. These nations are located at the base of, or
below, continental Asia, just as the hypothalamus and medulla are located at the base of the
brain, below the cerebrum. Zeal also expresses via Japan and Taiwan, which are island
nations off the coast of China; and in and through North and South Korea that are located on a
peninsula that extends from China. Together, these 12 nations have approximately 850 million
citizens. Note that all of these 12 countries are either island nations or positioned on a peninsula
that juts out from the Asian mainland. Only Laos is landlocked.
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On October 16, 2009, I dreamt that I was
taken up in my light body to high above the
Eastern Hemisphere. I seemed to be
aboard an etheric spacecraft, where
extraterrestrials guided me to peer down
upon the entire Southeast Asian and Far
East regions. Superimposed over the entire
area was a 12-sectioned screen, like those
used to separate one space or room from
an adjoining one. Each of the 12 sections
or panels represented the thought forms of
one of the 12 nations, where 1,000 light
workers or elect were doing their best to
uplift and awaken the rest of their
countrymen and the whole region.
On each panel were unique symbols, images and calligraphy mostly from one country, plus
drawings of religious and cultural themes that existed also in adjoining panels and nations -- the
elect in each country perceive, develop and express their 12 powers according to the religion,
culture, education, ethnic groups and philosophies of their nations, yet there is overlap with
other countries. Thus, Thailand is predominantly Buddhist, Indonesia is the world’s most
populous Muslim nation, and the Philippines are the largest Catholic country in Southeast Asia;
yet all three have Buddhist, Islamic, Christian and other religious populations. Each country
maintains their individuality, yet also is integrated into one functioning whole with other nations.
On the first panel were mostly Japanese symbols and calligraphy. Since its defeat in WWII
Japan has led the way in transiting from a feudal, imperialistic, competitive, dominating and
separatist nation to a modern, democratic, economic powerhouse that cooperates and
coordinates peacefully with its neighbors. South Korea and Taiwan have followed in Japan’s
footsteps. The United States, representing the throne of faith and the initial seat of the New
JerUSALem, has initiated and supported this ongoing transformation. Democratic, Hindu India
(understanding) and communist, atheistic China (power) likewise have played, and continue to
play, pivotal roles throughout Southeast Asia and the Far East, for better and for worse.
Visualization: Wrap yourself in a cocoon of light. Unite in consciousness with those in the
higher realms who are your teachers and partners in awakening mankind. Be aware that space
brothers and sisters are an integral part of this interdimensional bulwark of light. Imagine
yourself high in the atmosphere over Southeast Asia and the Far East, where you see all 12
countries. Unite with the minimum of 1,000 elect in each of these 12 nations, who together
comprise 12,000 devoted light workers in this whole region. They are of every race, religion,
philosophy, political system and profession. See the 12,000 elect working together as one
vibrant, cooperative and coordinated whole that is filled to the brim with zeal and enthusiasm. All
of them think pink, feel in the pink, and are filled with rosy-pink hope as they heal humanity.
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